Looking at the plan, it seems that coal mines should be shut down and a transition to 100% renewables. Encouraging the uptake of electric cars won't really be of much use unless the electricity that they use comes from renewable sources. Seems a bit far fetched, though, when there are very few such vehicles on the market, and no car manufacturers in this country. They shouldn't have got rid of the carbon tax. It could have paid towards an Australian electric car revolution.

Targeting wood burners as a source of pollution in Sydney is silly. They barely exist in Sydney! I note that the contribution if aircraft and airports to pollution and climate change is ignored. What about the single greatest threat to air quality in western Sydney? The western Sydney airport. Planes, fuel transport trucks, thousands if cars, no funding for public transport, and allegedly a million people to be living nearby. It's a nightmare in the making. The best move that you can make to help reduce air pollution is to stop the airport and promote renewable powered high speed rail for NSW. More realistic than electric cars.